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Abstract
Motivated by applications such as battery-operated wireless sensor networks (WSN), we propose an
easy-to-implement energy-efficient two-way relaying scheme. In particular, we address the challenge of
improving the standard two-way selective decode-and-forward protocol (TW-SDF) in terms of block-
error-rate (BLER) with minor additional complexity and energy consumption. By following the principle
of soft relaying, our solution is the two-way one-bit soft forwarding (TW-1bSF) protocol in which the
relay forwards the one-bit quantization of a posterior information metric about the transmitted bits,
associated with an appropriately designed reliability parameter.
In WSN-related standards (such as IEEE802.15.6 and Bluetooth), block codes are adopted instead
of convolutional and other sophisticated codes, due to their efficient decoder hardware implementation.
As the second main contribution, we derive tight upper bounds on the BLER performance for both
TW-SDF and TW-1bSF, when the two-way relaying network employs block codes and hard decoding.
The error probability analysis confirms the superiority of TW-1bSF. Moreover, we derive the asymptotic
performance gain of TW-1bSF over TW-SDF, which further suggests that the proposed protocol is a
good choice, especially when long block codes are used.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the design of network protocols has mainly focused on how to maximize the throughput
or bandwidth efficiency. Recently, the design of energy-efficient (a.k.a. green) wireless networks has
generated considerable interest. Instead of the power consumption related to transmission, the term energy
efficiency typically refers to the energy consumed by communication units to process signals, including
encoding and decoding operations. For example, in some remote monitoring applications using wireless
sensor networks (WSNs), the sensor nodes are expected to be of low cost and to have many years of
battery life. Therefore, energy efficiency is the most critical design issue for such networks. Motivated
by such application scenarios, in this paper we propose an easy-to-implement energy-efficient two-way
relaying scheme in which two source nodes exchange their messages with the help of an intermediate
relay node, and we evaluate its performance.
Applying the idea of network coding [1] to two-way relaying networks is particularly simple and
fruitful. This is because network coding over the binary field (i.e. XOR) is sufficient for this topology.
Moreover, under the setting of time-division multiple access, exchanging one pair of messages between
the two nodes requires only three packet transmissions, instead of four when using routing. Here, the
three-transmission relaying method is referred to as direct network coding (DNC). Allowing the source
nodes to broadcast simultaneously, as proposed in physical-layer network coding (PNC) [2], [3] and
analog network coding (ANC) [4], further reduces the number of transmissions to two, resulting in
even higher spectral efficiency. However, these two spectrally efficient schemes are not amenable for
wireless networks with energy efficiency requirements because of the need for accurate synchronization,
sophisticated decoding at the relay, no use of the direct link, and accurate channel estimation [5], [6].
There are two variations of the two-way decode-and-forward protocols that are based on DNC, namely,
non-selective and selective. In the non-selective two-way decode-and-forward (DF) protocol, the relay
decodes both packets received from the two sources, and then broadcasts the network-coded (XOR)
version of the two decoded packets regardless of whether the two decoded packets are erroneous or not.
This effect of error propagation may result in serious performance degradation. A modification of the DF
protocol is the two-way selective decode-and-forward (TW-SDF) protocol. In this protocol, a sufficiently
strong CRC code is used to assess the correctness of the two decoded packets at the relay. The relay only
processes the two decoded packets if they have both been decoded correctly and then broadcasts their
network-coded combination. This approach effectively avoids error propagation, and can successfully
recover the loss on the diversity order of the non-selective DF protocol. The decode-and-forward scheme
outperforms its demodulation-and-forward counterpart based on joint network-channel coding [7], [8].
In one-way relaying networks, the SDF protocol can be further improved by using the soft relaying
technique [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Specifically, the relay uses a soft decoder to derive the a posteriori
probabilities of the code bits, and then forwards the soft information values. At the desired receiver, the
forwarded soft information values are exploited as a priori information by source-controlled soft decoders
[14] to improve decoding performance. It is shown that performance improvement can be achieved over
the SDF protocol with hard decoding, because in many occasions an incorrectly decoded packet contains
only a few erroneous bits and the a posteriori information forwarded by the relay may help locate the
position of the erroneous bits. However, the main disadvantage of the soft relaying protocol is that it
requires significant additional bandwidth and/or power consumption, mainly due to the requirement of
transmitting soft values or their multiple-bit quantized version and because of the use of complicated
soft-input soft-output decoders. The key motivation behind our work is to simplify the soft relaying
method by using only a one-bit quantized representation of the soft information, and hence avoid the
bandwidth expansion associated with soft signal forwarding and the complexity because of soft decoding.
To mitigate the error propagation due to the low-rate quantization, the quantized bit message is forwarded
along with a reliability parameter, which is utilized by the decoder to estimate the equivalent LLR of
the message from the relay. The so-constructed one-bit soft forwarding (1bSF) protocol is almost as easy
to implement and as energy efficient as the SDF protocol that employs hard decoding [15] (see also
[16]). In [17] preliminary results regarding the effectiveness of the protocol for one-way relay networks
were obtained through computer simulation. In this paper, we extend the philosophy to two-way relaying
systems by proposing the two-way 1bSF (TW-1bSF) protocol.
In the literature, the performance evaluation of various relaying protocols is typically carried out using
the outage probability when applying ideal capacity-approaching codes at the relay(s) [18], [19], or via
the symbol error rate (SER) in the absence of channel coding at the relay(s) [20], [21], [22]. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, few works have analytically derived the performance of relaying protocols
that use practical channel codes. These include the loose lower bound derivation of the BER for a Turbo-
coded one-way relay system [23], and the approximate derivation of the block-error-rate (BLER) for
a convolutional-coded one-way relay system [24], for an end-to-end coded two-hop detect-and-forward
one-way relay system [25], and for a demodulation-and-forward scheme with network coding but no
channel coding [26]. However, from the viewpoint of communication engineering, a tight upper bound
is of higher practical importance. To bridge this gap, in this paper we derive tight BLER upper bounds
for TW-SDF and TW-1bSF, when block codes are employed and hard decoding is used at the receivers.
We further derive the asymptotic performance gain of TW-1bSF over TW-SDF, and discuss the design
of the reliability parameter to improve the performance of the proposed TW-1bSF protocol. The error
probability analysis confirms the superiority of TW-1bSF. It further shows that the proposed protocol is
a good choice, especially when long block codes are used.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND RELATED WORK
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Fig. 1. Two-way relaying based on direct network coding (DNC).
We consider a three-node two-way wireless relaying network. In this network, two sources S1 and S2
exchange their information messages with the help of a relay R. The messages are encoded to protect
them against channel impairments. Fig.1 shows the discrete-time model of DNC-based two-way relaying
over this network. During the first time slot, S1 broadcasts a vector x1 containing the encoded message
to R and S2, using power E1. The received signal vectors at R and S2 are y1r and y12, respectively.
During the second time slot, S2 broadcasts x2 using power E2. The received signal vectors at R and S1
are y2r and y21, respectively. After receiving the signals y1r and y2r, the relay generates a signal vector
xr = f(y1r,y2r) for forwarding, where f(·, ·) is a mapping determined by the relaying scheme. Without
loss of generality, it is assumed that the power of xr is normalized to 1. During the third time slot, R
broadcasts xr with power Er. The signal vectors received at S1 and S2 are yr1 and yr2, respectively.
In this system model, xi = [xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,n]T ∈ X n with i ∈ {1, 2} and xi,m ∈ {+1,−1} = X ,
i.e., we assume that BPSK modulation is employed. The same encoder, and therefore the same codebook
is used by both sources. In addition, yij = {yij,m}nm=1 represents the received signal vector at node
j ∈ {1, 2, r} (r for R, 1 for S1, 2 for S2) from node i; h, h1 and h2 are the channel coefficients of the S1-
S2 link (direct link), the S1-R link and the S2-R link, respectively, and all are reciprocal; nij are noise
vectors at receiver j with independent identically-distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian entries ∼ N (0, σ2j ). We
assume that the channel coefficients are fixed during the three slots of the two-way relaying transmission
scheme. Moreover, as can been seen in Fig. 1, flat fading is assumed. We also assume that all noise
terms have the same normalized variance σ2r = σ
2
1 = σ
2
2 = N0/2 = 1/2, and that the sources utilize the
same power E1 = E2 = E. Note that in this system model, all terms are real-valued because of the use
of BPSK modulation.
In the DNC-based two-way relaying method, it is crucial to carefully design the mapping function
f(y1r,y2r) such that both messages can be decoded by their desired receivers. It is even more desirable
to optimize it to achieve the best performance in terms of capacity or bit error rate. Using the concept
of SDF to design f(y1r,y2r) leads to the TW-SDF protocol, which is described in the following.
A. Two-way SDF Relaying Protocol (TW-SDF)
The relay R decodes y1r and y2r at the end of the first and the second time slot, respectively, to
generate xˆ1r and xˆ2r, i.e., the estimates of x1 and x2. Then the relay combines xˆ1r and xˆ2r using
network coding, and forwards the network-coded vector xr to the sources during the third time slot. If
any of the xˆ1r and xˆ2r is erroneously decoded, the decoding error will propagate from R to the sources,
leading to performance degradation. To eliminate this detrimental effect, TW-SDF does not allow R to
forward erroneous information by forming the forwarded signal vector as
xTW-SDFr =
x1 ◦ x2, if xˆ1r = x1 and xˆ2r = x2Nil, otherwise (1)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, which is the element-wise XOR operation in the modulated
signal domain1. In (1), Nil represents no transmission. Note that xˆir = xi means that no error is detected
by, e.g., an error-detection code.
To demonstrate the decoding algorithm at the source nodes, we focus on the receiving process at S2
without loss of generality. After the third time slot, S2 has the received signals y12 and yr2. While y12
is affected by Gaussian noise only, yr2 is distorted by Gaussian noise and the transmitted codeword x2
1Let xi = (−1)bi , bi ∈ {0, 1} represent BPSK modulation. The value of the XOR operation of two bits is given by
(−1)bi⊕bj = (−1)bi(−1)bj = xixj . So, the XOR operation in the BPSK modulated signal domain is xr = xixj .
from S2. Since S2 knows the transmitted codeword of its own, it can remove the contamination caused
by x2 from yr2, and generate a new detection statistic
y˜r2 , yr2 ◦ x2 = h2
√
Erx
TW-SDF
r ◦ x2 + n˜r2, (2)
where n˜r2 = nr2 ◦ x2 is a vector of i.i.d. Gaussian r.v’s ∼ N (0, N0/2). If xˆir = xi, then y˜r2 =
h2
√
Erx1 + n˜r2. By summing y12 and y˜r2 using maximal ratio combining (MRC), S2 can decode the
codeword x1 as
xˆTW-SDF1 =
Dec(4h
√
Ey12 + 4h2
√
Ery˜r2), if xˆir = xi
Dec(4h
√
Ey12), otherwise
(3)
where Dec represents a decoding algorithm.
III. TWO-WAY ONE-BIT SOFT FORWARDING (TW-1BSF) PROTOCOL
In this paper, our aim is to improve the TW-SDF protocol by leveraging the soft relaying principle,
while using negligible additional bandwidth and by keeping the decoding algorithm simple such that
the energy efficiency requirement can be met. The main idea is to always transmit during the third
time slot even when a xˆir is in error. Moreover, one indicator bit for the entire forwarded packet is
transmitted. As will be shown, this leads to significant performance improvement compared to the TW-
SDF protocol. Because the one-bit indicator corresponds to the entire packet of length n, the required
additional bandwidth is negligible.
A. Design of TW-1bSF
The a posteriori soft output for each message/code bit, typically the LLR, is composed of a sign
component and a reliability component. Using the entries of the received signal vector {yir,m}nm=1, the
LLR of xi,m can be calculated as
LLR(xi,m|yir,m) = 4hi
√
Eyir,m. (4)
In (4) we have used the fact that BPSK is employed. In vector form, the LLR of xi based on yir is
LLR(xi|yir) = 4hi
√
Eyir. (5)
As shown in [14], the LLR of the network coded vector x1 ◦ x2 based on y1r and y2r is given by
LLR(x1 ◦ x2|y1r,y2r) =
{
Sign(y1r,my2r,m)×min{|4h1
√
Ey1r,m|, |4h2
√
Ey2r,m|}
}n
m=1
. (6)
Methods of broadcasting the LLR vector of (6) to both end nodes have been studied widely. This is
also known as soft network coding (SoftNC) [27], [28]. They are quite similar to analog network coding
(ANC), and thus also suffer from large peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), noise propagation and other
drawbacks associated with analog communication. One solution is to quantize each soft value and then
broadcast the quantized information using high-level modulation. However, besides quantization errors,
high-level modulation incurs larger transmission power in order to meet the BER requirement when using
PSK, or larger bandwidth when FSK is employed. Our solution is to quantize each soft output of the
relay decoder to one bit, exactly as in the case of TW-SDF. We then form xr as the network-coded
combination of the two vectors of quantized bits. Thus, xTW-1bSFr = xˆ1r ◦ xˆ2r. Unlike TW-SDF, xTW-1bSFr
is forwarded even when xˆ1r 6= x1 or xˆ2r 6= x2.
Furthermore, R generates a scalar value to measure the reliability of the network-coded vector, and
then broadcasts it to the receivers (similar to the equivalent SNR approach in [24]), or the receivers
calculate the reliability value by themselves. Each receiver uses yri and the associated reliability value
as a priori information to enhance the decoding performance of the signal vector received through the
direct link. Thus the name two-way one-bit soft forwarding (TW-1bSF) for the protocol that uses this
relaying approach.
We note here that we can implement the TW-1bSF protocol in several ways. However, in this paper,
we use the simple implementation method described above, i.e., xTW-1bSFr = xˆ1r ◦ xˆ2r is always forwarded
during the third time slot, unlike TW-SDF. An indicator bit is embedded in the overhead of the forwarded
frame as, for example, in the COPE protocol [29], [30]. Then the receivers can calculate the reliability
value based on the indicator bit and the channel information.
B. Design of reliability value
If x1 can be successfully decoded from either of y12 and y˜r2, then the transmission succeeds. So, in
the following we consider the detection of x1 at S2 based on both y12 and y˜r2, assuming that decoding
is not successful from either of them. The aim of TW-1bSF is to make yr2 useful even if an error has
occurred in xˆ1r or xˆ2r. Let Lr2 be the LLR vector of the target message x1 in TW-1bSF obtained by
y˜r2, i.e., Lr2 = LLR(x1|y˜r2). By regarding Lr2 as the LLR of the S1 − R − S2 path and using the
decoding method of [14], S2 can decode using the received signal vector y12 as follows
xˆ1 = argmax
x∈X c(n)
(
〈4h
√
Ey12,x〉+ 〈Lr2,x〉
)
= argmax
x∈X c(n)
(
4h
√
EyT12x + L
T
r2x
)
= argmin
x∈X c(n)
(
−4h
√
EyT12x− LTr2x
)
= argmin
x∈X c(n)
(4h
√
Ey12 + Lr2 − x)T (4h
√
Ey12 + Lr2 − x)
= argmin
x∈X c(n)
‖4h
√
Ey12 + Lr2 − x‖, (7)
where 〈·, ·〉 represents the inner product, ‖ · ‖ represents the l2 norm, and (·)T represents the matrix
transposition.
Next, to design Lr2 we distinguish three different cases, depending on whether a decoding error occurs
for xˆ1r and xˆ2r at R, and whether the forwarded network-coded packet xr is correctly decoded at the
receiver.
Let D(y) be a hard-output decoder. Then D(y) ∈ X n for ∀y. We define the following erroneous
decoding events
E , {xˆ1 6= x1}, E12 , {D(y12) 6= x1}, E1r , {xˆ1r 6= x1},
E2r , {xˆ2r 6= x2}, Er2 , {D(y˜r2) 6= xr ◦ x2}.
(8)
In addition, let Ac denote the complement of an error event A, i.e. the event of correct decoding, for
example, Ec = {xˆ1 = x1}.
In the following, we introduce the three cases and the corresponding design of Lr2.
• Case I: This is the case where xˆ1r and xˆ2r are both correctly decoded, i.e., xˆ1r = x1 and xˆ2r = x2,
but the forwarded signal xr is not correctly decoded at S2, i.e., D(yr2) 6= xr. It is denoted by
ΘI , E12 ∩ Ec1r ∩ Ec2r ∩ Er2. In this case, from (2), y˜r2 = h2
√
Erx1 + n˜r2, so we simply have
Lr2 = {LLR(x1,m|y˜r2,m)}nm=1 = 4h2
√
Ery˜r2. (9)
Comparing (9) with (3) shows that in this case TW-1bSF and TW-SDF have the same decoding
results.
• Case II: This is the case where at least one of xˆ1r and xˆ2r is incorrectly decoded, i.e., E1r ∪ E2r,
but xr is correctly decoded at S2, and is denoted by ΘII , E12 ∩ (E1r ∪ E2r)∩ Ecr2. In this case, we
let
Lr2 = (D(yr2) ◦ x2)L = (xr ◦ x2)L, (10)
where L is a scalar value measuring the reliability of the forwarded vector xr. This case can be further
decomposed into three disjoint subcases as ΘII = ΘIIa∪ΘIIb∪ΘIIc, where ΘIIa , E12∩E1r∩Ec2r∩Ecr2,
ΘIIb , E12 ∩ Ec1r ∩ E2r ∩ Ecr2 and ΘIIc , E12 ∩ E1r ∩ E2r ∩ Ecr2.
• Case III: This is the case where at least one of xˆ1r and xˆ2r is incorrectly decoded, and xr is not
correctly decoded at S2 either. It is denoted by ΘIII , E12 ∩ (E1r ∪ E2r) ∩ Er2. In this case, we let
Lr2 = D(y˜r2)L−, (11)
where L− is the scalar reliability value for Case III.
In summary,
Lr2 =

4h2
√
Ery˜r2, for Case I
(xr ◦ x2)L, for Case II
D(y˜r2)L−, for Case III
. (12)
We then design L and L−. According to (6), the scalar reliability value L of Case II should be a
function of the reliability values {4√Emin{|h1y1r,m|, |h2y2r,m|}}m=1,2,...,n. Note that
4
√
Emin{|h1y1r,m|, |h2y2r,m|} = min
{
log
exp(− (y1r,m−h1
√
E)2
2σ2r
)
exp(− (y1r,m+h1
√
E)2
2σ2r
)
, log
exp(− (y2r,m−h2
√
E)2
2σ2r
)
exp(− (y2r,m+h2
√
E)2
2σ2r
)
}
. (13)
We have a few options on choosing L, such as taking the arithmetic average of the reliability values.
Alternatively, simply exploiting the relationship between the LLR and the raw bit error rate,
1− p1r
p1r
=
∫∞
0
1√
2piσ2r
exp
(
− (y1r,m−h1
√
E)2
2σ2r
)
dy1r,m
∫∞
0
1√
2piσ2r
exp
(
− (y1r,m+h1
√
E)2
2σ2r
)
dy1r,m
, (14)
and we can set the reliability value for Case II as
L = min
(
log
1− p1r
p1r
, log
1− p2r
p2r
)
, (15)
where p1r = Q(
√
2h21E) is the channel bit error rate of the S1-R link, p2r = Q(
√
2h22E) is the channel
bit error rate of the S2-R link, and Q(·) is the Gaussian Q function. In (13), the likelihood is measured
using the probability density function, whereas in (14) the likelihood is given by the cumulative density
function, which is unrelated to the individual received symbols y1r,m (or y2r,m).
Using the same principle as in (15), the reliability value for Case III can be set to
L− = log 1− (1− (1− p1r)(1− p2r))
1− (1− p1r)(1− p2r) = log
(1− p1r)(1− p2r)
1− (1− p1r)(1− p2r) , (16)
where 1 − (1 − p1r)(1 − p2r) is the probability that at least one of the S1-R and the S2-R links is in
error. Here we choose L− intuitively. In Section V we will discuss the impact of the choice of L and
L− on the error performance.
Remark 1. As in COPE [29], the end nodes use an indicator bit embedded in the overhead and the CRC
associated with xTW-1bSFr to identify the cases that the forwarded message belongs to. Specifically, if the
indicator bit is 1, it signals Case I, otherwise Case II or Case III. When the indicator bit is 0, if the
received signal vector yr2 passes the CRC check, then the destination proceeds according to Case II,
otherwise Case III. Here we assume that each end node knows the channel coefficients h1 and h2. Hence,
it can obtain L and L− by calculating p1r and p2r from the link coefficients and then substituting them
into (15) and (16).
C. Selection of the Channel Code and the Decoder
Many channel codes are applicable to the proposed TW-1bSF protocol. However, for WSNs with limited
energy and computation capability, simple block codes like Hamming or BCH codes are preferable. In
particular, BCH codes with a syndrome decoder that uses the Berlekamp-Massey (BM) and Chien’s
search (CS) algorithm are 15% more energy efficient than the best performing convolutional codes [31].
Therefore, in the sequel, we study the TW-1bSF protocol when Hamming or BCH codes are applied,
and hard decoders are employed at the receiving ends. Consequently, the decoder (7) can be rewritten as
xˆTW-1bSF1 = D(Ld), (17)
where Ld , 4h
√
Ey12 + Lr2.
For most practical block codes, the minimum distance is an odd number, conventionally denoted by
2t + 1, where t is known as the correcting capacity. Therefore, in the following analysis we consider
block codes with minimum distance 2t+ 1.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF TW-SDF AND TW-1BSF
This section analyzes the performance of the TW-SDF and the TW-1bSF protocols in terms of block
error rate (BLER). It is assumed that the messages are encoded using block codes, whereas the receiving
sources employ hard decoders, as described in Section III.
Without loss of generality, we consider the detection of x1 at S2. We derive the BLER of the codewords
transmitted from S1 to S2, defined as
P (x1) , Pr(xˆ1 6= x1). (18)
A. Background
Recall that in the two-way relaying network, there are four point-to-point links associated with the
transmission of x1, i.e., S1 → S2, S1 → R, S2 → R and R → S2, denoted as {12, 1r, 2r, r2},
respectively. We first derive the BLER of these links based on their raw bit error rates p12 = Q(
√
2h2E),
p1r = Q(
√
2h21E), p2r = Q(
√
2h22E) and pr2 = Q(
√
2h22Er). No matter which specific hard decoding
method is applied, we can upper and lower bound the BLER of a link by using the performance of
the bounded distance decoder (BDD). Assuming that a decoding error occurs if the received word falls
outside the decoding sphere of the transmitted codeword [32], we obtain the upper bound
_
P i= 1−
t∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
pki (1− pi)(n−k), (19)
where i ∈ {12, 1r, 2r, r2}. On the other hand, assuming that a decoding error occurs only if the received
words fall inside the decoding spheres of the codewords that have not been transmitted, we obtain the
lower bound
^
P
′
i=
n∑
k=2t+1
β′k(pi) =
n∑
k=2t+1
Ak
t∑
m=0
min(m,n−k)∑
j=0
(
k
m− j
)(
n− k
j
)
× pk−m+2ji (1− pi)n−k+m−2j , (20)
where Ak is the number of the codewords with Hamming weight k ; β′k(pi) lower bounds the probability
that the codeword to which the received word is decoded has Hamming distance k from the transmitted
codeword. Note that in (20) we have assumed, without loss of generality, that the all-zero codeword
has been transmitted. However, except for perfect codes, the lower bound (20) is too loose to accurately
predict the BLER of any practical hard decoder. This is because it does not take into account undecodable
sequences that are outside the Hamming spheres of any codewords. Among the dominant part of the
undecodable received words, i.e., the
(
n
t+1
)
received words of weight t + 1, the lower bound (20) only
accounts for A2t+1
(
2t+1
t
)
words that are inside the Hamming spheres of the codewords of weight 2t+ 1.
B. A tighter lower bound
Here, we propose a lower bound that is tighter than (20). Suppose, again, that the all-zero codeword
is transmitted. Since the correcting capability is t, the received words of Hamming weight t + 1 are
not guaranteed to be correctly decoded, and which codewords they will be decoded to depends on the
decoding method. We denote the number of the received words of weight t+1 that are decoded to wrong
codewords of weight k by Wk. We call Wk, 2t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ n the sphere partitioning function (SPF). The
SPF partitions the surface of the radius-(t + 1) sphere centered at the transmitted zero codeword. Note
that W0 6= 0 for almost all codes and hard decoders. If Wk for a given hard decoder D(·) is known, the
following lemma provides a tighter lower bound on the BLER of the hard decoder.
Lemma 1 (Intrinsic Lower Bound of Hard Decoder). Given a hard decoder D(·) of SPF Wk and a link
of raw BER pi, the BLER of the link when D(·) is used is lower bounded by (21).
^P i= β
′
2t+1(pi) +
(
W2t+1 −A2t+1
(
2t+ 1
t
))
pt+1i (1− pi)n−t−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
β2t+1(pi)
+
n∑
k=2t+2
β′k(pi) +Wkp
t+1
i (1− pi)n−t−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
βk(pi)
(21)
Proof: Given the transmission of the zero codeword, consider all the received words of weight t+1.
If the hard decoder’s SPF Wk is known, it is clear that except for the A2t+1
(
2t+1
t
)
words included in
(20), additional W2t+1 − A2t+1
(
2t+1
t
)
words are decoded to wrong codewords of weight 2t + 1, and∑n
k=2t+2Wk words are decoded to wrong codewords of weight k > 2t+ 1. This concludes the proof of
the lemma.
Note that with βk(pi) defined as in (21), βk(pi) > β′k(pi), k ∈ {2t + 1, · · · , n}, so the lower bound
(21) is tighter than (20).
C. Preliminary results
Recall that all receivers utilize the same energy-efficient hard decoder with SPF Wk. Due to the
equiprobability of the codewords and the linearity of block codes, the BLER of x1 at S2 equals the
conditional BLER given the transmission of x1 = x2 = {+1}nm=1 = 1, which are the BPSK modulated
signal vectors that correspond to the all-zero codewords. The following analysis is carried out under the
assumption that x1 = x2 = 1, which is omitted from now on for simplicity.
By decomposing TW-SDF transmission into disjoint cases, its BLER can be expressed as
P
(x1)
TW-SDF = P (E ,ΘI) + P (E ,ΘII ∪ΘIII) = P (E ,ΘI) + P (ΘII ∪ΘIII). (22)
Similarly, for TW-1bSF,
P
(x1)
TW-1bSF = P (E ,ΘI ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII) = P (E ,ΘI) + P (E ,ΘII) + P (E ,ΘIII). (23)
We define d(y) ,| {τ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} : yτ < 0} | as the number of negative elements in a vector
(or scalar) y. Because x1 = x2 = 1, the following three properties will be used in the following BLER
analysis.
1) A raw bit is in error if the corresponding signal yτ < 0 for τ ∈ {1, · · · , n}, i.e., d(yτ ) = 1;
2) If the received signal vector y is decoded erroneously, then the decoded codeword has weight at
least 2t+ 1, i.e., d(D(y)) ≥ 2t+ 1;
3) When a Bounded Distance Decoder (BDD) is used at receiver i, yi is correctly decoded iff d(yi) ≤
t.
To distinguish from the events in (8), if a BDD is used, we denote the decoding error event at the receiver
of link i as E`i. Then the probability of this error event is P (E`i) =_P i as given by (19). Also denote
Θ`j , {Θj : D is a BDD for link i ∈ {12, 1r, 2r, r2}} (24)
with j ∈ {I, II, III}. Specifically, Θ`I = E`12 ∩ E`c1r ∩ E`c2r ∩ E`r2, Θ`II = E`12 ∩ (E`1r ∪ E`2r) ∩ E`cr2 and
Θ`III = E`12 ∩ (E`1r ∪ E`2r) ∩ E`r2.
We start with the analysis of P (E ,ΘI), since it is the common term of P (x1)TW-SDF and P (x1)TW-1bSF. The event
ΘI is decoder-dependent, and its probability is usually hard to determine, if not impossible. Alternatively,
we examine its worst-decoder counterpart, Θ`I, and derive a upper bound of P (E , Θ`I). From the definition
of Θ`I, and the fact that the BDD is the worst hard decoder in terms of error performance, we have
P (E , Θ`I) ≤ P (E` , Θ`I) = P (Θ`I)− P (E`c, Θ`I) =_P 12 (1− _P 1r)(1− _P 2r) _P r2 −P (E`c, Θ`I). (25)
The term P (E`c, Θ`I) in (25) is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. P (E`c, Θ`I) can be calculated as (26),
P (E`c, Θ`I) , (1− _P 1r)(1− _P 2r)
n−1∑
k=t+1
(
n
k
) t∑
m=max(0,t+1−(n−k))
m+n−k∑
i=t+1
(
k
m
)(
n− k
i−m
)
p
n−k−(i−m)
I q
m
I
×
t−m∑
g=0
g∑
j=0
(
k −m
j
)
p˙jI q˙
k−m−j
I
(
i−m
g − j
)
p¨g−jI q¨
i−m−(g−j)
I . (26)
where pI = (1− pr2) (1− p12) , qI = p12pr2, p˙I = mvnCDF([0, 0],µ1,Σ1),q˙I = pr2(1− p12)− p˙I, p¨I = mvnCDF([0, 0],µ2,Σ2), q¨I = p12(1− pr2)− p¨I. (27)
In (27), mvnCDF(·, ·, ·) represents the multivariate normal cumulative distribution function using Matlab
notation, with mean vectors µ1 = [a2 + b2,−b] and µ2 = [a2 + b2,−a], and covariance matrices
Σ1 =
1
2 [a
2 + b2,−b;−b, 1] and Σ2 = 12 [a2 + b2,−a;−a, 1], in which a = h2
√
Er and b = h
√
E.
Proof: Recall that Θ`I = E`12 ∩ E`c1r ∩ E`c2r ∩ E`r2. Because of E`c1r and E`c2r, y˜r2 = h2
√
Erx1 + n˜r2
according to (2), so E`r2 means that y˜r2 has d(y˜r2) = k ≥ t+ 1 bits in error. Similarly, E`12 means that
y12 has i ≥ t+ 1 bits in error. Recall that in Case I, Ld = 4h
√
Ey12 + 4h2
√
Ery˜r2. Using the fact that
P (E`c, Θ`I) = P (d(Ld) ≤ t, Θ`I), we have
P (E`c, Θ`I) = (1− _P 1r)(1− _P 2r)
n−1∑
k=t+1
(
n
k
)
P (d(Ld) ≤ t, d(y˜r2) = k, d(y12) ≥ t+ 1). (28)
Note that here k = n is omitted because P (d(Ld) ≤ t, d(y˜r2) = n, d(y12) ≥ t + 1) = 0. A detailed
expression for (28) is derived in Appendix A, which proves the theorem.
 bits in error
bits NOT in error
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mj
Fig. 2. The alignment between y˜r2 and y12 for decoding Ld = 4h
√
Ey12 + 4h2
√
Ery˜r2 in Case I. The erroneous channel
bits are represented by shadowed boxes, whereas the correct channel bits are represented by blank boxes.
As to the numerical evaluation of the lower bound (26), it is accurate enough to calculate only its first
few terms, because the first few terms correspond to the received words containing a small number of
erroneous bits (referring to k and i in Fig. 2) and thus dominate the error event. This truncated calculation
results in the obtained value being slightly loose, but the difference is negligible, and the truncated results
are still valid lower bounds. In particular, our experiments show that the calculation based on truncation
gives accurate results when truncating at k, i = 10 when the code length n ≤ 127.
D. Performance of TW-SDF
The one-way SDF protocol has been well studied in terms of outage probability, symbol error rate
and ergodic capacity for the scenario where no channel coding is applied at the relays, but few results
are available for scenarios where channel coding is employed by the relaying networks. In [24], a pair
of loose BLER bounds is derived for the cooperative DF protocol [33] when convolutional codes and
soft decoders are used. In this section, we contribute new results for relaying networks that use channel
coding by deriving a tight upper bound for the DNC-based TW-SDF protocol that uses block codes and
hard decoders.
Theorem 2. Suppose that all nodes apply a hard decoder whose performance is at least as good as BDD.
Then the BLER of the TW-SDF protocol can be upper bounded as
P
(x1)
TW-SDF ≤
_
P
(x1)
TW-SDF, P (Θ`II ∪ Θ`III) + P (E` , Θ`I), (29)
where P (E` , Θ`I) is given by (25).
Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that ΘI * Θ`I, so the proof of inequality (29) is not straightforward. Also note that the upper
bound
_
P
(x1)
TW-SDF is not related with the sphere partition function (SPF) Wk; thus it is decoder-independent.
From the definitions Θ`II = E`12 ∩ (E`1r ∪ E`2r)∩ E`cr2 and Θ`III = E`12 ∩ (E`1r ∪ E`2r)∩ E`r2, P (Θ`II ∪ Θ`III) =
P (Θ`II) + P (Θ`III) in (29) can be derived using P (Θ`II) =
_
P 12 (
_
P 1r +
_
P 2r − _P 1r _P 2r)(1− _P r2) and
P (Θ`III) =
_
P 12 (
_
P 1r +
_
P 2r − _P 1r _P 2r) _P r2. Simulation results in Section V will verify the tightness of
the upper bound of Theorem 2.
E. Performance of TW-1bSF
In general, deriving the exact BLER performance of the TW-1bSF protocol for a given hard decoder
is a formidable task, except for some specific cases of special hard decoders like BDD. Alternatively, we
resort to deriving upper bounds on the performance. We can simply universally upper bound P (x1)TW-1bSF =
P (E ,ΘI ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII) by maxD P (E ,ΘI ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII) = P (E ,ΘI ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII)|D=BDD, in which all links
and Ld are decoded using BDD. However, this upper bound is very loose for most practical decoders.
In the following, we derive a tighter upper bound.
Lemma 2 (Upper Bound for the BLER of TW-1bSF). Given any hard decoder, we have
P
(x1)
TW-1bSF = P (E ,ΘI ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII) ≤ P (E , Θ`I) + P (E , Θ`IIa) + P (E , Θ`IIb) + P (Θ`IIc) + P (Θ`III). (30)
Proof: Recall that no hard decoder D performs worse than the BDD, so it is clear that E`ci ⊆
Eci and Ei ⊆ E`i, for all i. Therefore, ΘI∪ΘII∪ΘIII = (Ec1r∩Ec2r∩Ecr2)c∩E12 ⊆ (E`c1r∩E`c2r∩E`cr2)c∩E`12 =
Θ`I∪Θ`II∪Θ`III. Because ΘI∪ΘII∪ΘIII ⊆ Θ`I∪Θ`II∪Θ`III, we get P (E ,ΘI∪ΘII∪ΘIII) ≤ P (E , Θ`I∪Θ`II∪Θ`III) ≤
P (E , Θ`I) + P (E , Θ`IIa) + P (E , Θ`IIb) + P (Θ`IIc) + P (Θ`III), which proves the lemma.
In the following, we analyze the terms on the right-hand side of (30) except for the first one, which
is given by (25).
1) P (E , Θ`IIa): We obtain an upper bound of P (E , Θ`IIa) = P (Θ`IIa)−P (Ec, Θ`IIa) by deriving a lower
bound of P (Ec, Θ`IIa) as follows.
Theorem 3. Given a hard decoder of SPF Wk, P (Ec, Θ`IIa) can be lower bounded by
^
P (Ec, Θ`IIa)
, (1− _P 2r)(1− _P r2)
n−1∑
k=2t+1
βk(p1r)
t∑
m=max(0,t+1−(n−k))
×
m+(n−k)∑
i=t+1
(
k
m
)(
n− k
i−m
)
p
n−k−(i−m)
II p
m
12
t−m∑
g=0
g∑
j=0
(
k −m
j
)
p˙jIIq˙
k−m−j
II
(
i−m
g − j
)
p¨g−jII q¨
i−m−(g−j)
II ,(31)
where βk(p1r) is given by (21), and
pII = 1− p12, p˙II = Q(−
√
2h2E)−Q
(√
2E(L/4hE − h)
)
,
q˙II = Q
(√
2E(L/4hE − h)
)
, p¨II = Q
(√
2E(L/4hE + h)
)
,
q¨II = Q(
√
2h2E)−Q
(√
2E(L/4hE + h)
)
.
(32)
Proof: Using the inequality
_
P 1r≥^P 1r=
∑n
k=2t+1 βk(p1r) of Lemma 1, we have
P (Ec, Θ`IIa) ≥ (1− _P 2r)(1− _P r2)
n−1∑
k=2t+1
βk(p1r)P (Ec, d(y12) ≥ t+ 1 | d(xˆ1r) = k, E`c2r, E`cr2). (33)
Note that the term k = n is omitted at (33) because P (Ec, E`12 | d(xˆ1r) = n, E`c2r, E`cr2) = 0. The detailed
derivation of (31) from (33) which proves the theorem is given in Appendix C.
Using P (Θ`IIa) =
_
P 12
_
P 1r (1− _P 2r)(1− _P r2) and Theorem 3, we conclude that P (E , Θ`IIa) can be
upper bounded as follows
_
P (E , Θ`IIa) ,_P 12 _P 1r (1− _P 2r)(1− _P r2)− ^P (Ec, Θ`IIa). (34)
Unlike P (E`c, Θ`I) in (26), ^P (Ec, Θ`IIa) in Theorem 3 is related with the SPF Wk.
2) P (E , Θ`IIb) : Similarly, we upper bound P (E , Θ`IIb) = P (Θ`IIb) − P (Ec, Θ`IIb) by finding a lower
bound of P (Ec, Θ`IIb) as shown below.
Corollary 1. Given a hard decoder with SPF Wk, P (Ec, Θ`IIb) can be lower bounded by (35).
^
P (Ec, Θ`IIb) , (1− _P 1r)(1− _P r2)
n−1∑
k=2t+1
βk(p2r)
t∑
m=max(0,t+1−(n−k))
m+(n−k)∑
i=t+1
(
k
m
)(
n− k
i−m
)
× pn−k−(i−m)II pm12
t−m∑
g=0
g∑
j=0
(
k −m
j
)
p˙jIIq˙
k−m−j
II
(
i−m
g − j
)
p¨g−jII q¨
i−m−(g−j)
II . (35)
Proof: This corollary is proven through a direct use of Theorem 3 by exchanging the roles of E1r
and E2r.
Thus, by the corollary, P (E , Θ`IIb) is upper bounded by
_
P (E , Θ`IIb) ,_P 12 (1− _P 1r) _P 2r (1− _P r2)− ^P (Ec, Θ`IIb). (36)
3) Upper bound for P (x1)TW-1bSF: Substituting (26) into (25), (31) into (34), and (35) into (36), gives
expressions for P (E` , Θ`I), _P (E , Θ`IIa) and _P (E , Θ`IIb), respectively. Then, by substituting these upper
bounds, P (Θ`IIc) =
_
P 12
_
P 1r
_
P 2r (1− _P r2) and P (Θ`III) =_P 12 (1− (1− _P 1r)(1− _P 2r)) _P r2 into (30), we
obtain an upper bound for P (E ,ΘI ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII), i.e., P (x1)TW-1bSF:
_
P
(x1)
TW-1bSF, P (E` , Θ`I)+
_
P (E , Θ`IIa)+ _P (E , Θ`IIb) + P (Θ`IIc) + P (Θ`III). (37)
Remark 2 (Performance of Perfect Codes). For perfect codes, the sphere decoder is exactly the optimal
hard decoder. It has W2t+1 = A2t+1
(
2t+1
t
)
=
(
n
t+1
)
and Wk = 0 for all k > 2t + 1. Then the lower
bound given by (20) and the upper bound given by (19) are equal, and also equal to the lower bound (21)
of this paper. Thus, the upper bound of TW-SDF given by (29) is exact. Furthermore, the upper bound
derived for TW-1bSF is asymptotically tight because the results for P (E , Θ`I), P (E , Θ`IIa) and P (E , Θ`IIb)
are exact, whereas P (Θ`IIc) and P (Θ`III) are asymptotically negligible.
V. ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF TW-SDF AND TW-1BSF
The analytical comparison of the BLER performance of the TW-1bSF and the TW-SDF protocols is
prohibitive because of the fairly long BLER expressions. To gain insight, we derive and compare their
asymptotic performance as E →∞ and Er →∞. In the following analysis, fA(E,Er) and fB(E,Er)
are said to be asymptotically equal with respect to E and Er, denoted as fA(E,Er) ∼ fB(E,Er), if
logE→∞,Er→∞ fA(E,Er)/fB(E,Er) = 1. We first present a lemma that will be used in the asymptotic
analysis afterwards.
Lemma 3. Let z1 ∼ N (µ1
√
E, 1) and z2 ∼ N (µ2
√
E, 1) be two independent Gaussian random variables.
If Λ1 = Pr(z1 + z2 > 0, z1 > 0, z2 < 0) and Λ2 = Pr(z1 + z2 < 0, z1 > 0, z2 < 0), then Λ1/Λ2 → ∞
as E →∞.
Proof: A detailed proof is given in Appendix D.
A. Asymptotic performance of TW-SDF
When E → ∞ and Er → ∞, i.e., pi → 0, the upper bound (19) converges to _P i∼
(
n
t+1
)
pt+1i . We
start by analyzing P (E` , Θ`I) in (25).
Case I): Since
_
P 12 (1− _P 1r)(1− _P 2r) _P r2∼_P 12 _P r2
∼ ( nt+1)pt+112 ( nt+1)pt+1r2 , asymptotically P (E` , Θ`I) ∼ ( nt+1)pt+112 ( nt+1)pt+1r2 −P (E`c, Θ`I). Regarding P (E`c, Θ`I)
given by (26), it is clear from Lemma 3 that q˙I/p˙I →∞ and q¨I/p¨I →∞, and hence q˙I ∼ pr2(1−p12) ∼ pr2
and q¨I ∼ p12(1 − pr2) ∼ p12. Thus, P (E`c, Θ`I) is dominated by the terms in which p˙jI = p¨g−jI = 1, i.e.,
j = g = 0, i = t+ 1 and k = t+ 1. Therefore
P (E`c, Θ`I) ∼
(
n
t+ 1
) t∑
m=0
(
t+ 1
m
)(
n− (t+ 1)
t+ 1−m
)
pmr2p
m
12q˙
t+1−m
I q¨
t+1−m
I
∼
(
n
t+ 1
)
pt+1r2 p
t+1
12
t∑
m=0
(
t+ 1
m
)(
n− (t+ 1)
t+ 1−m
)
. (38)
Thus,
P (E` , Θ`I) ∼
(
n
t+ 1
)2
pt+112 pr2
t+1 −
(
n
t+ 1
)
pt+1r2 p
t+1
12
t∑
m=0
(
t+ 1
m
)(
n− (t+ 1)
t+ 1−m
)
∼ pt+112 pt+1r2
(
n
t+ 1
)
. (39)
To derive (39), we used the fact that
(
n
t+1
)−∑tr=0 (t+1r )(n−(t+1)t+1−r ) = (t+1t+1) = 1.
Finally, by substituting this asymptotic form and P (Θ`II∪Θ`III) ∼_P 12 (_P 1r + _P 2r) into (29), we obtain
_
P
(x1)
TW-SDF∼
_
P
(x1)
TW-SDF,asym,
(
n
t+ 1
)
pt+112 pr2
t+1 +
(
n
t+ 1
)2
[pt+11r + p
t+1
2r ]p
t+1
12 . (40)
B. Asymptotic performance of TW-1bSF
Among the terms of
_
P
(x1)
TW-1bSF in (37), we have derived an asymptotic expression for P (E` , Θ`I) in (39).
In the following, we derive the remaining terms for Case II and Case III.
Case II): In
_
P (E , Θ`IIa) given by (31), q˙II is the probability that an erroneous bit i from the relay with
xˆ1r,i = −1 can be corrected by y12,i > 0, as shown in Fig. 8. To optimize the performance of TW-1bSF,
q˙II should be maximized. Therefore it is desirable that q˙II > p˙II, and we want L4hE ∼ min(h
2
1,h
2
2)
4h < h to
hold. Here, to derive the asymptotic form of L we have used the approximation Q(x) ∼ 12 exp(−12x2)
and 1−Q(x) ∼ 1.
If the desired condition is satisfied, then q˙II/p˙II → ∞ as E → ∞, and therefore q˙II ∼ 1. Note
that L4hE ∼ min(h
2
1,h
2
2)
4h < h holds when h = h1 = h2 = 1, for instance. Furthermore, it is clear that
q¨II/p¨II →∞, and so q¨II ∼ Q(
√
2h2E) = p12. Based on the asymptotic analysis for q˙II, p˙II, q¨II and p¨II, we
conclude that in
_
P (E , Θ`IIa) the dominant events happen when i = t+1, g = 0, and j = 0, for all k with
Wk ≥ 0, so P (d(Ld) ≤ t, d(y12) ≥ t + 1 | d(xˆ1r) = k,D(y˜r2) = xˆ1r) ∼
∑t
m=0
(
k
m
)(
n−k
t+1−m
)
pt+112 q˙
k−m
II
in (63). Therefore, by substituting the asymptotic form of (63) and βk(p1r) ∼ Wkpt+11r into (31), and
then into (34), we get
_
P (E , Θ`IIa)
∼
(
n
t+ 1
)2
pt+112 p
t+1
1r −
n∑
k=2t+1
Wkp
t+1
1r p
t+1
12
t∑
m=0
(
k
m
)(
n− k
t+ 1−m
)
q˙k−mII
∼ pt+11r pt+112
[(
n
t+ 1
)2
−
n∑
k=2t+1
Wk
((
n
t+ 1
)
−
(
k
t+ 1
))]
. (41)
For the derivation of the last step, we have used the fact that
∑t
m=0
(
k
m
)(
n−k
t+1−m
)
=
(
n
t+1
)− ( kt+1).
By replacing p1r with p2r in the asymptotic equation (41), we have
_
P (E , Θ`IIb) ∼ pt+12r pt+112
[(
n
t+ 1
)2
−
n∑
k=2t+1
Wk
((
n
t+ 1
)
−
(
k
t+ 1
))]
. (42)
From P (Θ`IIc) =
_
P 12
_
P 1r
_
P 2r (1− _P r2), it is clear that P (Θ`IIc) ∼
(
n
t+1
)3
(p1rp2r)
t+1pt+112 . By com-
paring P (Θ`IIc) ∼ O((p1rp2r)t+1pt+112 ) with
_
P (E , Θ`IIa) and _P (E , Θ`IIb), which are O(pt+112 pt+11r ) and
O(pt+112 p
t+1
2r ), we find that P (Θ`IIc) is asymptotically negligible.
Case III): Using similar arguments as applied to derive the asymptotic form of P (Θ`IIc), we also find
that P (Θ`III) is asymptotically negligible compared with
_
P (E , Θ`I), _P (E , Θ`IIa) and _P (E , Θ`IIb).
Finally, by substituting (39), (41) and (42) into (37), we obtain the following asymptotic expression
for
_
P
(x1)
TW-1bsf
_
P
(x1)
TW-1bSF,asym
, pt+112 pt+1r2
(
n
t+ 1
)
+ (pt+11r + p
t+1
2r )p
t+1
12
[(
n
t+ 1
)2
−
n∑
k=2t+1
Wk
((
n
t+ 1
)
−
(
k
t+ 1
))]
.(43)
C. Asymptotic Performance Comparison
Comparing the asymptotic performance of TW-SDF and TW-1bSF given by (40) and (43), respectively,
we note that they have the same first term, but the second term of (43) is smaller than the second term
of (40). This observation means that TW-1bSF has a performance gain over TW-SDF if the error events
of Case II are dominant over the error events of Case I, which happens if pr2 ≤ p1r or pr2 ≤ p2r. Now,
suppose that Er = E and h = h1 = h2 = 1, which satisfy both conditions pr2 ≤ p2r and q˙II ∼ 1. Then
the asymptotic performance gain of the TW-1bSF protocol over the TW-SDF protocol is given by
_
P
(x1)
TW-SDF,asym
_
P
(x1)
TW-1bSF,asym
=
(
n
t+1
)2(
n
t+1
)2 −∑nk=2t+1Wk (( nt+1)− ( kt+1)) . (44)
If perfect codes like Hamming codes are applied, then W2t+1 =
(
n
t+1
)
and Wk = 0 for k = 0 and
k > 2t+ 1. Then the asymptotic gain (44) can be further simplified to
_
P
(x1)
TW-SDF,pc,asym
_
P
(x1)
TW-1bSF,pc,asym
=
(
n
t+ 1
)/(
2t+ 1
t+ 1
)
. (45)
This asymptotic ratio for perfect codes shows that the performance gain increases with the codeword
length n.
Remark 3 (Redesign of the Reliability Value). From the asymptotic analysis above, in order to maximize
the performance gain of the TW-1bSF protocol over the TW-SDF protocol, two conditions need to be
met: (1) L/4hE < h in order for q˙II ∼ 1; (2) pr2 ≤ p1r or pr2 ≤ p2r so that the rate of error events
in Case II dominates over the rate of error events in Case I. Condition (2) can be easily satisfied,
since pr2 = p2r when Er = E. Regarding Condition (1), the original choice for L ∼ min(h21E, h22E)
provides no guarantee on whether the condition is met. For instance, the condition is violated if h = 1,
h1 = h2 = 2. In order to satisfy the condition, the reliability value can be chosen as
L∗ = min
(
log
1− p1r
p1r
, log
1− p2r
p2r
, log
1− p12
p12
)
. (46)
The superiority of this design choice will be illustratively verified in Section VI through simulations. On
the other hand, the design of L− is not as critical as L since the choice of L− does not influence the
asymptotic performance.
Remark 4 (Decoding Energy Consumption Comparison). Let  be the energy consumption that is needed
to decode a codeword. We first consider the consumption at S2. Given that y12 is in error, in the TW-
SDF protocol, if R decodes the received signals correctly and forwards the network-coded word, S2
will consume 3 to decode y12, y˜r2 and (4h
√
Ey12 + 4h2
√
Ery˜r2); otherwise, R forwards nothing, and
S2 merely decodes y12 consuming . Therefore, the decoding energy consumed at S2 by the TW-SDF
protocol is
ETW-SDF,S2 = P (Ec12) + 3P (E12, Ec1r, Ec2r) + (P (E12)− P (E12, Ec1r, Ec2r))
≈ (1− _P 12) + 3P (ΘI) + P (ΘII ∪ΘIII). (47)
In the TW-1bSF protocol, if y12 is in error, no matter whether R can decode the received signals correctly,
it will forward xr, so S2 consumes 3P (ΘII ∪ ΘIII). The decoding energy consumed by the TW-1bSF
protocol is given by
ETW-1bSF,S2 ≈ (1− _P 12) + 3P (ΘI) + 3P (ΘII ∪ΘIII). (48)
Due to the symmetry of the model and
_
P 12=
_
P 21, the decoding energy consumption at S1 is given
by ETW-SDF,S1 = ETW-SDF,S2, and ETW-1bSF,S1 = ETW-1bSF,S2. As to the relay, no matter whether TW-
SDF or TW-1bSF is applied, it decodes the messages from S1 and S2, and thus consumes energy
ETW-SDF,R = ETW-1bSF,R = 2. Finally, regarding the whole system including S1, S2 and R, the decoding
energy consumption for TW-SDF and TW-1bSF is given, respectively, by
ETW-SDF = 2(2− _P 12) + 6P (ΘI) + 2P (ΘII ∪ΘIII), (49)
ETW-1bSF = 2(2− _P 12) + 6P (ΘI) + 6P (ΘII ∪ΘIII). (50)
Since P (ΘI) ∼_P 12 _P r2 and P (ΘII ∪ ΘIII) ∼_P 12 (_P 1r + _P 2r), we have ETW-SDF ∼ ETW-1bSF ∼
2(2− _P 12), which means that the TW-1bSF protocol consumes almost the same decoding energy as
TW-SDF.
Remark 5 (Transmission Energy Consumption Comparison). In TW-1bSF, both sources transmit a mes-
sage with power E, while the relay forwards a network-coded message with power Er during the third
timeslot if any of the two direct links fails, i.e., E12 or E21. Therefore, to exchange a pair of messages,
the overall transmission energy consumed by TW-1bSF is
TTW-1bSF ≈ 2E + Er(_P 12 + _P 21). (51)
In order for the relay at TW-SDF to forward, besides E12 or E21 as in TW-1bSF, Ec1r and Ec2r should
hold. Therefore
TTW-SDF ≈ 2E + Er(_P 12 + _P 21)(1− _P 1r)(1− _P 2r). (52)
Therefore, TTW-SDF ∼ TTW-1bSF ∼ 2E + 2Er _P 12, which means that the TW-1bSF protocol consumes
almost the same transmission energy as the TW-SDF protocol.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed TW-1bSF protocol is simple in terms of signal processing complexity, and hence
consumes relatively little power. Hence, it is suitable for use in communication systems with stringent
power constraints such as Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) [34], IEEE 802.15.6 [35] and WBAN (IEEE
802.15.6) [35]. Therefore, in order to assess the performance of the TW-1bSF protocol we use channel
codes utilized by these standards. As an example of perfect codes, the (15,11) Hamming code is adopted
by Bluetooth [34], and so it is studied in this section. Let rc be the code rate and Eb/N0 be the SNR of
the information bits. Then the SNR of the code bits is E/N0 = rcEb/N0. In sensor networks, in general
all nodes can switch their mode between acting as a transmitter and as a relay, so it is natural to assume
that E = Er. In the rest of analysis, it is also assumed that h = h1 = h2 = 1, because the channel
changes slowly and we can always use power control to compensate for the effects of fading. In this
setting, both conditions in Remark 3 that render TW-1bSF preferable are satisfied.
Fig. 3 shows the simulated and analytical BLER performance for TW-SDF and TW-1bSF when the
(15,11) Hamming code is employed. It can be seen that the simulation results are very close to the
upper bound derived for TW-1bSF, and match perfectly with the derived upper bound for TW-SDF. This
comparison verifies the accuracy of the performance analysis presented in Section IV. It also shows that
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Fig. 3. Simulation results vs analytical results for TW-1bSF and TW-SDF in the two-way network setting for the (15,11)
Hamming code. “sim” stands for simulation, whereas “up” stands for the derived BLER upper bounds (29) and (37).
TABLE I
VALUES OF THE SPHERE PARTITION FUNCTION (SPF) Wk FOR TWO-ERROR-CORRECTING (t = 2, dmin = 5) BCH CODES
WITH CODE LENGTH n = 15, 31, 63, 127, 255, AND 511.
Wk n = 15 n = 31 n = 63 n = 127 n = 255 n = 511
k = 0 36 71 170 164 336 362
k = dmin 281 2123 19316 161664 1351834 10949163
k = dmin + 1 89 540 2557 5399 19172 42719
for BLERs ranging from 10−2 to 10−3, the SNR gain of TW-1bSF over TW-SDF is around 0.6 dB,
which offers power savings of about 100.6/10 − 1 ≈ 15%.
As an extension of Hamming codes, BCH codes are capable of correcting multiple error bits and
hence are also widely adopted by small-area communication systems [31], [35]. For the simulations
of this paper, the BCH codewords are generated by a systematic encoder, and the received words are
decoded by a Berlekamp-Massey decoder; both the encoder and the decoder are provided by the Matlab
Communication Toolbox. It is worthwhile to note that in the Matlab BCH decoder, if a decoding failure
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Fig. 4. Performance of TW-SDF and TW-1bSF for the two-way network using the (127,113) BCH code.
happens, then the first k received bits are decoded as the estimate of the transmitted information message
if the code rate is k/n. The SPF Wk associated with the Matlab encoder/decoder is shown in Table I for
some typical BCH codes. The BLER results obtained for the (127,113) code by simulation and using the
analytical upper bound for TW-1bSF and TW-SDF are shown in Fig. 4. Again, the simulation results are
tightly upper bounded by the derived bound for TW-SDF, and well bounded by the bound for TW-1bSF,
which is asymptotically tight. The simulation results also show that, when the BLER is in the range
between 10−2 and 10−3, the SNR gain attained by TW-1bSF is about 0.8 dB, which corresponds to
power savings of 100.8/10 ≈ 20%. Fig. 3 and 4 indicate that the asymptotic tightness of the derived upper
bounds for the TW-SDF and the TW-1bSF protocols holds for any hard decoders with negligible W0.
This is because these decoders can be approximated by the BDD, which has W0 = 0, and by which the
upper bounds are achieved. As can be seen in Table. I, the Matlab BCH decoder that is employed has
very small W0.
Fig. 5 displays the upper bound curves as a function of the SNR to illustrate the impact of the codeword
length and the error-correcting capability of the code on the performance gain of TW-1bSF over TW-SDF.
By comparing the performance when the (7,4) Hamming and the (127,113) Hamming code are used, it
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of TW-SDF and TW-1bSF for different codes in terms of the block error rate (BLER).
“(7, 4) Hamming” represents the (7, 4) Hamming code, “(127, 120) Hamming” represents the (127, 120) Hamming code and
“(127, 106) BCH” represents the (127, 106) BCH code.
can be seen that for fixed error-correcting capability t, the performance gain increases with the codeword
length n. However, the comparison between the (127,120) Hamming code and the (127,113) BCH code
shows that, for fixed codeword length n, higher error-correcting capability t may reduce the performance
gain. For BCH codes, Fig. 6 quantitatively depicts the asymptotic performance gain (44) as a function of
the codeword length n, and the error-correcting capability t. It also presents the simulated performance
gain obtained when Eb/N0 = 5 dB. In the figure, the asymptotic performance gain and the simulated
performance gain demonstrate similar functional trends over the error-correcting capability t, and both
increase with the codeword length n. However, they are not monotonically related with t.
Finally, Fig. 7 verifies the conclusion in Remark 3 that the reliability value design of (46) is better than
(15). Fig. 7(a) shows the BLER performance for the two choices of the reliability value as a function of
the channel gain of the direct link h, for fixed Eb/N0 = 7dB. When h is small, which can be interpreted
as a setting with no direct link, the performance of TW-SDF and TW-1bSF is the same for both reliability
designs. The reliability value (46) starts to show performance gains over TW-SDF when h = 0.4, and
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Fig. 6. Asymptotic and simulated performance gain of TW-1bSF over TW-SDF versus the error-correcting capability t when
using BCH codes with different codeword length n. “asym-Gain” results are derived from (44), while “sim-EbN0 5dB” results
are the values of P (x1)TW-SDF/P
(x1)
TW-1bSF obtained by simulation.
the performance gains keep increasing as h grows further. By contrast, when the reliability value (15)
is used, the performance is not superior to SDF until h = 0.5, where Condition (2) begins to hold. The
performance improvement of design (46) over design (15) is appealing between h = 0.6 and h = 0.7.
Furthermore, Fig. 7(b) shows the BLER performance of the two reliability value designs as a function of
the SNR, for h = 0.6. It can be seen that, in the BLER range from 10−2 to 10−4, the TW-1bSF protocol
based on design (46) achieves a 0.6 dB gain over TW-SDF, which is much better than the negligible
gain when design (15) is employed.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an energy-efficient two-way one-bit soft forwarding (TW-1bSF) protocol to
improve the performance of the TW-SDF protocol in DNC-based two-way relay networks. The idea is
to always forward the network-coded packet during the third time slot even when it contains erroneous
bits, instead of discarding it by the relay as in the TW-SDF protocol. The key ingredient of TW-1bSF is
to also assign a reliability value to the sources. This value is used to weigh the erroneous network-coded
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Fig. 7. (a) Comparison of reliability value designs. The (127,113) BCH code is employed. “TW1bSF-opt” stands for the
results derived using the reliability value design (46), whereas “TW1bSF” stands for the results derived using the reliability
value design (15); (b) BLER performance versus the SNR for h = 0.6 and h1 = h2 = 1.
packet, and improve the BLER. We prove theoretically, by carefully designing the reliability parameter,
that the TW-1bSF protocol benefits from the superior performance of the soft relaying approach while
preserving the simplicity of the TW-SDF protocol. Moreover, the bandwidth requirements are negligible,
as only a one-bit indicator is sent along with the network-coded packet. Both theoretic and simulation
results show that TW-1bSF attains a 0.6 dB gain over TW-SDF in practical settings. We also derive tight
upper bounds on the BLER of the TW-1bSF and the TW-SDF protocols when block codes are used and
hard decoding is applied at the receiving ends, and we verify the bounds by simulation. Further analysis
shows that the asymptotic performance gain of the TW-1bSF protocol over the TW-SDF protocol grows
with the codeword length. This suggests that the TW-1bSF protocol can attain an impressive performance
improvement compared to TW-SDF, especially when codes with long lengthes are used. In future work,
we intend to study the performance of TW-1bSF in two-way relaying networks with multiple relays and
slow fading.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
As shown in Fig. 2, suppose that among the i erroneous bits of y12 there are m bits overlapping with
the erroneous bits of y˜r2. Then m ≤ t must hold so that d(Ld) ≤ t be possible. Note that Fig. 2 only
shows a special case of consecutive erroneous bits, but the following proof is general. Let (y˜r2,y12)(k,m,i)
denote the event that y˜r2 and y12 have k and i erroneous channel bits, respectively, m erroneous bits
of which overlap. Given the signal y˜r2 of weight k, the number of such y12 that correspond to the pair
(m, i) is
(
k
m
)(
n−k
i−m
)
. Therefore,
P (d(Ld) ≤ t, d(y˜r2)
= k, d(y12) ≥ t+ 1) =
t∑
m=max(0,t+1−(n−k))
m+n−k∑
i=t+1
(
k
m
)(
n− k
i−m
)
P (d(Ld) ≤ t, (y˜r2,y12)(k,m,i)).(53)
To derive P (d(Ld) ≤ t, (y˜r2,y12)(k,m,i)) we first observe that d(Ld) ≤ t occurs if there are g ≤ t−m
erroneous channel bits among the bits {τ : y˜r2,τ < 0, y12,τ > 0} and {τ : y˜r2,τ > 0, y12,τ < 0}. Suppose
that j of the g erroneous bits are within the set {τ : y˜r2,τ < 0, y12,τ > 0}, and that the remaining g − j
erroneous bits are within the set {τ : y˜r2,τ > 0, y12,τ < 0}, as shown in Fig. 2. For the τ -th channel bit,
let
pI = P (y˜r2,τ > 0, y12,τ > 0) = (1− pr2) (1− p12) (54a)
qI = P (y˜r2,τ < 0, y12,τ < 0) = p12pr2 (54b)
p˙I = P (`d,τ < 0, y˜r2,τ < 0, y12,τ > 0) = Pr(h2
√
Ery˜r2,τ + h
√
Ey12,τ < 0, y12,τ > 0) (54c)
q˙I = P (`d,τ > 0, y˜r2,τ < 0, y12,τ > 0) = pr2(1− p12)− p˙I (54d)
p¨I = P (`d,τ < 0, y˜r2,τ > 0, y12,τ < 0) = Pr(h2
√
Ery˜r2,τ + h
√
Ey12,τ < 0, y˜r2,τ > 0) (54e)
q¨I = P (`d,τ > 0, y˜r2,τ > 0, y12,τ < 0) = p12(1− pr2)− p¨I, (54f)
where `d,τ = 4h
√
Ey12,τ + 4h2
√
Ery˜r2,τ with y12,τ ∼ N (h
√
E, 12) and y˜r2,τ ∼ N (h2
√
Er,
1
2). By
counting all combinations of g and j, we get
P (d(Ld) ≤ t, (y˜r2,y12)(k,m,i))
= p
n−k−(i−m)
I q
m
I
t−m∑
g=0
g∑
j=0
(
k −m
j
)
p˙jI q˙
k−m−j
I
(
i−m
g − j
)
p¨g−jI q¨
i−m−(g−j)
I . (55)
Finally, substituting (55) into (53), and then into (28), we get (26), which proves the theorem.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We first prove two inequalities. The first one is
ΘI ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII = [E12 ∩ Ec1r ∩ Ec2r ∩ Er2] ∪ [E12 ∩ (E1r ∪ E2r)] = E12 ∩ (Ec1r ∩ Ec2r ∩ Ecr2)c
⊆ E`12 ∩ (E`c1r ∩ E`c2r ∩ E`cr2)c = Θ`I ∪ Θ`II ∪ Θ`III, (56)
which is derived using the facts E12 ⊆ E`12, E`c1r ⊆ Ec1r, E`c2r ⊆ Ec2r and E`cr2 ⊆ Ecr2. The other is
ΘII ∪ΘIII = E12 ∩ (E1r ∪ E2r) ⊆ E`12 ∩ (E`1r ∪ E`2r) = Θ`II ∪ Θ`III. (57)
We then decompose ΘI as
ΘI = E12 ∩ E`c1r ∩ E`c2r ∩ Er2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΘI.a
+ E12 ∩ (Ec1rE`c1r) ∩ (Ec2rE`c2r) ∩ Er2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΘI.b
. (58)
Because ΘI.b∪ΘII∪ΘIII ⊆ ΘI∪ΘII∪ΘIII ⊆ Θ`I∪ Θ`II∪ Θ`III and (ΘI.b∪ΘII∪ΘIII)∩ Θ`I = ∅, we conclude
that ΘI.b ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII ⊆ Θ`II ∪ Θ`III, and thus
P (Θ`II ∪ Θ`III) ≥ P (ΘI.b ∪ΘII ∪ΘIII) = P (ΘI.b) + P (ΘII ∪ΘIII). (59)
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Fig. 8. Error position alignment between the received signals from the R-S2 link and the S1-S2 link for Case II.a.
Combining (59) with ΘI.a ⊆ Θ`I, we have
P
(x1)
TW-SDF = P (E ,ΘI) + P (ΘII ∪ΘIII) = P (E ,ΘI.a) + P (E ,ΘI.b) + P (ΘII ∪ΘIII)
≤ P (E ,ΘI.a) + P (ΘI.b) + P (ΘII ∪ΘIII) ≤ P (E , Θ`I) + P (Θ`II ∪ Θ`III)
≤ P (E` , Θ`I) + P (Θ`II ∪ Θ`III), (60)
which proves the theorem.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
In the subcase Θ`IIa, note that D(y˜r2) = xˆ1r because E`cr2 ⇒ D(y˜r2) = xˆ1r ◦ xˆ2r ◦x2 and E`c2r ⇒ xˆ2r =
x2 = 1. Using this fact and the inequality P (Ec) ≥ P (d(Ld) ≤ t) with Ld = 4h
√
Ey12 + xˆ1rL, we
have
P
(
Ec, d(y12) ≥ t+ 1 | d(xˆ1r) = k, E`c2r, E`cr2
)
≥ P (d(Ld) ≤ t, d(y12) ≥ t+ 1 | d(xˆ1r) = k,D(y˜r2) = xˆ1r). (61)
Now, given d(xˆ1r) = k and d(y12) = i as shown in Fig. 8, the inequality d(Ld) ≤ t holds only
if the cardinality of {τ : xˆ1r,τ = −1, y12,τ < 0} does not exceed t, i.e., m ≤ t, and among the bits
{τ : xˆ1r,τ = −1, y12,τ > 0} and {τ : xˆ1r,τ = 1, y12,τ < 0} there are only g ≤ t −m erroneous channel
bits. Suppose that j erroneous bits are within the set {τ : xˆ1r,τ = −1, y12,τ > 0}, and that the remaining
g − j erroneous bits are within the set {τ : xˆ1r,τ = 1, y12,τ < 0}. For the τ -th channel bit, let
pII = P (y12,τ > 0) = 1− p12, (62a)
qII = P (y12,τ < 0) = p12, (62b)
p˙II = P (`d,τ < 0, y12,τ > 0 | xˆ1r,τ = −1) = Pr(4h
√
Ey12,τ − L < 0, y12,τ > 0), (62c)
q˙II = P (`d,τ > 0, y12,τ > 0 | xˆ1r,τ = −1) = Pr(4h
√
Ey12,τ − L > 0, y12,τ > 0), (62d)
p¨II = P (`d,τ < 0, y12,τ < 0 | xˆ1r,τ = 1) = Pr(4h
√
Ey12,τ + L < 0, y12,τ < 0), (62e)
q¨II = P (`d,τ > 0, y12,τ < 0 | xˆ1r,τ = 1) = Pr(4h
√
Ey12,τ + L > 0, y12,τ < 0). (62f)
Then by summing the probability of correct detection pn−k−(i−m)II q
m
II p˙
j
IIq˙
k−m−j
II p¨
g−j
II q¨
i−m−(g−j)
II over the
combinations of the 5-tuples (k, i,m, g, j), we have
P (d(Ld) ≤ t, d(y12) ≥ (t+ 1) | d(xˆ1r) = k,D(y˜r2) = xˆ1r)
=
t∑
m=max(0,t+1−(n−k))
m+(n−k)∑
i=t+1
(
k
m
)(
n− k
i−m
)
× pn−k−(i−m)II pm12
t−m∑
g=0
g∑
j=0
(
k −m
j
)
p˙jIIq˙
k−m−j
II
(
i−m
g − j
)
p¨g−jII q¨
i−m−(g−j)
II . (63)
Finally, substituting (63) into (61) and then into (33), we obtain (31), and thus prove the theorem.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Let 0 <  < min{µ1, µ2} be a small positive value. We can lower bound Λ1 as
Λ1 =
(∫ 0
−(µ1−)
√
E
+
∫ −(µ1−)√E
−∞
)(
1−Q((µ1
√
E + z2)
√
2)
)
f(z2)dz2
≥
(
1−Q(
√
2E)
)(
Q(µ2
√
2E)−Q((µ2 + µ1 − )
√
2E)
)
,
which is derived by lower bounding the second integral by 0, and the first integral using the fact that(
1−Q((µ1
√
E + z2)
√
2)
)
|z2∈[0,−(µ1−)√E]≥
(
1−Q((µ1
√
E + z2)
√
2)
)
|z2=−(µ1−)√E .
On the other hand, we can upper bound Λ2 as
Λ2 =
(∫ 0
−(µ1−)
√
E
+
∫ −(µ1−)√E
−∞
)(
Q((µ1
√
E + z2)
√
2)−Q(µ1
√
2E)
)
f(z2)dz2
≤
(
Q(
√
2E)−Q(µ1
√
2E)
)(
Q(µ2
√
2E)−Q((µ2 + µ1 − )
√
2E)
)
+Q(−µ1
√
2E)Q((µ2 + µ1 − )
√
2E).
Thus when E →∞, we have Q(−µ1
√
2E)→ 1, Q(√2E)/Q(µ1
√
2E)→∞ and Q(µ2
√
2E)/Q((µ2 +
µ1 − )
√
2E)→∞, and finally
Λ1
Λ2
≥ (1−Q(
√
2E))Q(µ2
√
2E)
Q(
√
2E)Q(µ2
√
2E) +Q((µ2 + µ1 − )
√
2E)
→∞,
which proves the lemma.
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